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Red Hat Linux 7.2: The Complete Reference, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2001
The Most Comprehensive Red Hat Linux Resource Available

Master Red Hat Linux--including version 7.2--using this authoritative reference. Linux guru Richard Petersen provides details on networking, kernel management, Internet servers, system administration, and much more. You'll also get full coverage of Internet clients, office suites,...
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Content Distribution Networks: An Engineering ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Content distribution networks (CDNs) are the most promising new techniques for coping with the huge and swiftly growing volume of Internet traffic. In essence, CDNs are groups of proxy-servers located at strategic points around the Internet and arranged so as to ensure that a download request can always be handled from the nearest server. In this,...
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IPv6 Advanced Protocols Implementation (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2007
"I would purchase the books... since I am Ipv6 connected it would be a nice reference."..."I do think that if you buy one you will buy the other, assuming that the chapters are setup correctly." -Randall Stewart, Cisco Systems

"My immediate reaction was that I thought it would be better in one volume, BUT then I...
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Professional BlackBerryWrox Press, 2005
Professional BlackBerry
Enabling users to stay connected with wireless access to calendars, corporate data, real-time e-mail, and a phone, BlackBerry devices have experienced an explosion in popularity. Many would argue that they have become a business necessity. In the first book to deal with the support and development of BlackBerry devices,...
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Legal Forms for Starting & Running a Small BusinessNolo, 2004
The legal documents you need on any given day!
Like most small business owners, you probably can't afford to hire a lawyer to draft the legal documents you need in the course of your day-to-day business. 

Now there's an affordable solution -- Legal Forms for Starting & Running a Small Business, which provides you with over 60 legal...
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Microsoft Forefront Threat Management Gateway (TMG) Administrator's CompanionMicrosoft Press, 2010

Get your Web security, network perimeter security, and application layer security gateway up and running smoothly. This indispensible, single-volume reference details the features and capabilities of Microsoft® Forefront® Threat Management Gateway (TMG). You'll gain the real-world insights, implementation and configuration best...
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Fedora Linux Servers with systemd: second editionSurfing Turtle Press, 2016

	This book is designed as a server reference for Fedora Linux with systemd. This second edition covers Fedora Linux 23. Administration tools are covered as well as the underlying configuration files and system implementations. The emphasis is on what administrators will need to know to perform key networking and server tasks. Topics covered...
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Mission Critical Internet SecuritySyngress Publishing, 2000
The best security for a network segment is isolation, but that's not an option if you want your users to enjoy Internet connectivity. Mission Critical Internet Security explores your options for protecting your network from attack across the Internet, emphasizing firewall solutions from Cisco, Symantec, Microsoft, and Check Point. This...
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Apache Cookbook: Solutions and Examples for Apache AdministratorsO'Reilly, 2008
There's plenty of documentation on installing and configuring the Apache web server, but where do you find help for the day-to-day stuff, like adding common modules or fine-tuning your activity logging? That's easy. The new edition of the Apache Cookbook offers you updated solutions to the problems you're likely to encounter with the new versions...
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2600: The Hacker Quarterly, Summer 20022600 Magazine, 2002
2600: The Hacker Quarterly, Summer 2002:

2600: The Hacker Quarterly is a quarterly American publication that specializes in publishing technical information on a variety of subjects including telephone switching systems, Internet protocols and services, as well as...
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Microsoft ASP.NET Setup and Configuration Pocket ReferenceMicrosoft Press, 2003
This hands-on, one-stop guide delivers the focused, streamlined direction you need to get your Web solutions up and running quickly. Zero in on key ASP.NET configuration details and techniques using quick-reference tables, lists, coding and more.

This pocket-sized reference is the Web application developer’s fast-answers guide to...
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The Real MCTS/MCITP Exam 70-649 Prep Kit: Independent and Complete Self-Paced SolutionsSyngress Publishing, 2008
This book’s primary goal is to help you prepare to take and pass Microsoft’s exam number 70-649, Upgrading Your MCSE on Windows Server 2003 to Windows Server 2008. Our secondary purpose in writing this book is to provide exam candidates with knowledge and skills that go beyond the minimum requirements for passing the exam and help to...
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